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Uncertainty report

Allan I realize the report is final and that I am deliquent in my single comment:
On page 9 the report states
"It is only after the impact differences (range) becomes large, say 0.10 or greater, that the uncertainty
becomes a practical issue."
The practical effect of a difference in modeled results depends entirely upon the administrative question to
which the model is applied. My understanding from both Jeff Peppersack and Shelley Keen is that there is no
deminimus consideration for mitigation requirements for new water rights. Our experience has been that
sometimes large mitigation events are required to satisfy very small modeled requirements. Even with
groundwater transfers, when the modeled effects are just barely over the deminimus threshhold, it often
requires mitigation of many tens of acre feet per trimester to satisfy single-digit modeled impacts. While
doubling a single-digit effect seems trivial, the resultant doubling of a large mitigation effort may not be trivial.
I apologize for not getting this to you sooner.
Bryce
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